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PENN STATE’S LATEST LOSS
REVEALS A CHILLY REALITY B1
Who’s to blame for Scranton School District
getting shortchanged? Chris Kelly has an answer C1
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UNCOVERING | HEALTH CARE COSTS
An investigation into its impact in NEPA

Disparities in cost of care
Negotiated
insurance
rates that
hospitals
charge vary
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Patients at Commonwealth
Health System’s four area hospitals could pay hundreds to
thousands of dollars more for
the same procedure depending
on their insurance and which
hospital they select.
Negotiated insurance rates
the hospitals charge insurers
for thousands of procedures
reveal staggering disparities,
with some insurers paying up
to four times more for a procedure than their competitors.
The rates were a closely
guarded secret between insurers and hospitals until January, when the Centers for
Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) mandated hospitals publicly post their rates
charged to all their accepted
insurance companies.
Patient rights advocates
lauded the mandate as a huge
win for patients, particularly
those with deductibles and
Please see CHARGES, Page A9

ABOUT THE
PROJECT
The latest in a series of investigative reports by The Sunday
Times and The Citizens’ Voice in
Wilkes-Barre. Today we examine
disparities in health care costs.
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WILKES-BARRE GENERAL
Colonoscopy Hernia Appendectomy
United HMO/PPO/POS
$6,154
$15,808
$21,864
Aetna HMO/PPO/POS
$4,521
$11,614
$16,063
Geisinger HMO/PPO/POS
$ 2,590
$6,654
$9,203
First Priority Health
$ 2,009
$5,162
$7,139

Endoscopy with biopsy
$7,324
$5,380
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Colonoscopy Hernia Appendectomy
United HMO/PPO/POS
$2,321
$9,514
$15,237
Aetna HMO/PPO/POS
$1,981
$ 8,120
$13,004
Geisinger Commercial HMO/PPO/POS
$1,571
$6,438
$10,311
First Priority Health
$1,311
$5,372
$8,604

REGIONAL HOSPITAL
Colonoscopy Hernia Appendectomy
United HMO/PPO/POS
$2,174
$12,620
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Aetna HMO/PPO/POS
$1,580
$9,175
$12,707
Geisinger HMO/PPO/POS
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$5,770
$7,992
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$1,316
$7,638
$10,580
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Endoscopy with biopsy
$2,897
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Colonoscopy Hernia Appendectomy
United HMO/PPO/POS
$1,729
$11,091
$16,591
Aetna HMO/PPO/POS
$1,404
$9,007
$13,473
Geisinger HMO/PPO/POS
$1,450
$9,305
$13,919
First Priority Health
$1,294
$8,300
$12,416

mately reduce health care
costs.
Patient advocates say
shortcomings in the regulation allow too many health
they pay insurers.
Transparency rule as a care providers to skirt or
The Centers for Medi- major breakthrough to help ignore the mandate.
care and Medicaid Services p at i e n t s ch o o s e m o re
touted the Hospital Price affordable care and ultiPlease see RULE, Page A9

Nations reach U.N. climate compromise deal
warming target alive, but it
contained a last-minute
change that watered down
crucial language about coal.
Several countries, including
small island states, said they
were deeply disappointed by

the change promoted by
India to “phase down,” rather
than “phase out,” coal power,
the single biggest source of
greenhouse gas emissions.
Please see CLIMATE, Page A9
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GLASGOW, Scotland —
Almost 200 nations accepted
a compromise deal Saturday
aimed at keeping a key global
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For updated news out of the health care
industry, please visit us online

Three of five Northeast
Pennsylvania hospitals
failed to comply with a federal government mandate
that requires they post
online the negotiated rates
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Most hospitals not complying with rule
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WHAT IT ACCOMPLISHES
The deal singles out coal by
setting rules for international
trading of carbon credits. Big
polluters must come back in
2022 with improved pledges
for cutting emissions.
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